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Mann Files Suit
In Tenure Case
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Ten thousand attended Cissy King's homecoming Sunday. See story on page 12..
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Thursday. June 17,1976

.Former associate professor of
elementary education John S.
Mann will fight for tenure against the UNM Board of Regents
one more time.
Mann, who was denied tenure
at UNM, filed suit in federal ·
court Monday against the Regents, charging his constitutional
rights were violated in their
decision.
Mann is seeking ~ preliminary
' and permanent injunction against the Regents and is seeking
back pay equal to w.hat he would
have received if he had been
granted tenure.
Approved fQr tenure by his
department and by David
Darling, dean of the College of
Education, Mann was denied
tenure by the Regents. In May
1975 the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee (AFTC) ruled
Mann be retained in his p~sition
atUNM.

Mann's suit says, "Notwithstanding these recomm~ndations, · tenure was 'denied
by the Board of Regents.
"The denial of tenure by the
Boa1:d.of Regents was arbitrary,
caprH!IOUs and unreasonable."
Mann has contended the
tenure denial was a violation of
his academic freedom. Originally
denied tenure because of
allegedJy ·giving blanket A's,
Mann 'said in a past LOBO interview that he never knew his
grading violated University
policy.
·
His suit says, "The denial of
tenure and consequent loss of his
teaching position at UNM constituted a deprivation of property without' due process of law and
denial of equal protection.''
The AFTC concluded in their
ruling "that improper considerations· clearly affected the
{Continued on page 8)
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standing cliecks will be charged
chases made are paid by check •
. By Kathy ADen
About 300 to 500 bad checks back to the appropriate departThe number of bad checks
passed in the University com- pass through the cashier's office ments, he said.
A student w'm be prohibited to
munity is on the increase while each week during the five-week
Phot11 b,y W.T, Hunt
solutions to the P.roblem are few, registration period at the begin- cash any more checks with the
New computer terminal at the Registration Center.
said businessmen, on and off cam- ning of each semester, Bob Nor- cashier's office after he ·has
dstrum, accounting supervisor at passed them one bad check, expus, last week.
cept for tuition payments, NorFoodway, a grocery. store in Scholes Hall, said. .
dstrum
said.
the Southwest part of the
"Thirty-six people were
Nordstrum said he could not
University community losses in disenrolled
last semester
excess of $5000 a year from bad because the .checks for their estimate, in dollars, the loss the
checks, Larry Hicks, manager of tu.!ion payments were bad~. This cashier's office has experienced.
The manager of the UNM
the store, said. Bad checks are was the -last resort.," Nordstrum
·
Bookstore, A.O. Jackson, said
written for the purchase amount -said.
By Linda Vozar
and are uncollectable because the
Nordstrum said the cashier of- ·about the problem of bad checks,
''At
th.e
be
gin.n
in
g
of
each
An
informal
LOBO
survey
taken last •eek indicated that the new
account was closed or because it fice policy concerning the
get
in
the
registration
center
was
more
efficient and quicker, reducing the
semester
we
probably
held insufficient funds to cover proce~sing of bad . checks works
hundreds
of
them.
We
do
collect
amount
of
time
spent
registering
for sumrner school to under 15
the check.
in two steps. First, the unpaid
The Lobo Campus Pharmacy, check is sent back to the bank. If on most of them but it takes minutes.
However, many students expressed doubts about the new comacross Central from UNM and the check is not cleared the time.'r
Jackson said the Bookstore's puter system handling the pressure of fall registration when more
formerly University Drug Store, second time it goes through the
does not find bad checks a big bank, the cashier's office will try loss from bad checks is sizable in students are enrolled in classes.
Gail Jackson, a graduate student in education said that the new
problem, the store manager said. to contact the individual and will a year's time.
The Bookstor~ will not accept registration center "seemed to be" better but remained skeptical.
The manager of the Pharmacy ask him to pay up.
Jackson said, "The procedure, once I found the place, was fine. It
said they will cash payroll checks
Nordstrum said if those a check from a person after he
h~s
given
them
two
bad
checks,
seems
like every semester you register in a different place. If you can
for those persons he or other methods fail, the student will be
said.
After
the
first
bad
only
find
the registration center, it's okay."
Jackson
store employees are familiar disenrolled if the payment is for
check
is
passed,
the
Bookstore
Roger
Parks, an undergraduate in linguistics, said it was quicker
with. H~ said half of all pur- tuition. T~e·amount ~f other outwill file a delinquency report · b!Jt said a computer breakdown caused a delay of about 15 minutes.
Gail Renee, a BUS student, said, i'The last time I was in here it
with Scholes Hall which will
make the passer ineligible to was really unorganized, and I was going from one person to another
receive transcripts or to re-enter and not finding out what I needed. This way I went in and zipped
school until the check is paid. he right through."
said.
·
'
Ron Fuss, a post-graduate in music education, said the new
Jackson reported a 25 to 4o per . registration center is a "mystery" when you first walk in and rather
cent increase in the number of than stand in line at a windo~ for information it could be posted for
.
_ .
·
.
bad checks passed last year com· ·everyone to re~d. ,
pared to the year before.
Two employees at the registration center; Randy Builder and
· Merchant Alert is a business Frost Johnson, agreed that the new center is a big improvement over
in Albuquerque that serves to the old one.
warn merchants of ·check ofBuilder said, "It's no longer like a theater box production where
._
everybody lines up and when they get to the box office they're told
fenders.
A spokesman · for Merchant · the show is sold out.''
·Alert explained that if a merJohnson, employed at the registration center for two years, said,
chant uses their services he will "I think it puts the students more in touch with what their sc::hedule is
receive a computerized list of · and more in touch with the systern itself. It cuts out the hassle of
coded names of persons who ·have walk•through,
which is a zoo.''
11
passed at least two bad checks in ·
If people take advantage of the continuous registration that
the Albuquerque area. It is then starts July 12 for the fall, we. won't have problems. But if they don't,
(Continued drl page 16).. We will," be said.
.

Students Seem to Like
Registration Procedure
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"I think there is very, very little in my ·departQuestioning of several department chairmen on
ment, and it is not reported to me."
J th. e. a. mount. of ch. eating at UNM would lead to the
Although UNM seems to have no cheating
: ~ conclusion. tha. t very little occurs here.
problem, re.cent scandals at Wes.t Point, Johns
"From my direct observation l have never seen
Hopkins University and several other universities
'§ any cheating," said Gerald Boyle, chairman of have had wide-spread breaking of test. honor
economics, who has been at UNM eight years. · codes.
, "There is not any in my department that I'm aware
This June, 98 West Point cadets face charges of
.J 1 of."
violating the Academy's honor code by cheating.
Law Dean Frederick Hart said, "In the ten years
According to an article in US & World Report, a
§: ·I've been here there have been two or three in- poll 'of 2000 undergraduates at Johns Hopkins
~' stances of allegations of cheating in my depart,
University in Baltimore showed 30 per cent said
ment. There is practically no cheat~ng in the L!lw
that they had cheated at one point or another in
r School. I. h. a. ve had few reports of 1t, and I thmk their college careers.
1 there is none. We have an honor system in the Law
The article also said, ''A survey of 365 unSchool."
·
dergraduates at Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Henry Ellis, chairman of the psychology depart,Pa., showed 47 per cent admitting they cheat
§ ment, said, "I suspect it goes on, but it is not much sometimes." _ _ __ . ··~-, l . of a problem." .
.
Other universities expressing concern about the
J·
Arthur Steger, chairman of mathematics and
problem because of recent cheating incidents in- -·
·§ statistics, also said he felt it was not much of a elude: the University of Wisconsin, Stanford
problem. He said that in the ten years be bas been
University, Princeton University, Duke Univer"r here, be has caught two students cheating in his
sity, Boston University, the Chicago campus of the
, classes.
· University of Illinois, and the University of
'J
Dean Robert Rehder of the business school said,
Florida, the rreport said.
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t Davis Appoints Associate Provost

Move up to

Raleigh quality
andsave$15
during Jl.aleigh
RaUy· Days!
Now you can have the
quality bicycle you've always
._ ,
wanted. A Raleigh Grand
·
.
Prix, Record or Sprite.
During Ralejgh Rally Days
promotion (May 26-August
25, 1976), you can save $15
on the world's most popular,
highest quality, lightweight ·
bicycle ever built
And Raleigh is the only
bicycle that is backed by a
quality protection plan: the
''Raleigh Bicycle Buyer's
Protection Policy." '"
©1976 Rafeigh Industries of America, Inc.

Bicycle World
Yale at Central

Clinton Adams, dean of the
College of Fine Arts, has been
appointed interim associate
provost and dean of the faculties
at UNM, President William E.
Davis announced today.
The appointment, part of an
administrative reorganization, is
effective July 1, Davis said.
Davis recently appointed Dr.
Chester C. Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs
since 1968, to the new position of
provost, also effective July 1.
The provost's office will have-
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responsibility for all academic
matters, including instruction,
research, and academicallyrelated public service.
As associate provost-dean of
faculties, Adams will have
responsibility,
under
the
provost, for the University's instructional programs. In effect,
Davis said, Adams' office will
assume most of the duties now·
vested in the office of the vice
president for academic affairs.
Organizationally, all of the
academic deans and directors of
interdisciplinary instructional
programs will report to the
associate provost.
"I am most pleased that Dean
Adams has accepted this new
position," Davis said. "We felt
that it was necessary during this
first year to fill the position immediately with a senior UNM
dean who is thoroughly familiar
with this institution's academic
policies and procedures.
"Dean Adams' tenure in the
College of Fine Arts has been
outstanding. He is an excellent
academic administrator and
brings the needed experience,
knowledge, and capabilities to
this new office," Davis said.
Adams will resign as Fine Arts
dean. Associate Dean Donald C.
McRae will serve as acting dean
during 1976-77 while the selection procedure for a new permanent dean is carried out.
"In accepting the President's
invitation to serve as associate
provost and dean of the faculties,
I decided it was the appropriate

time to leave my position as Dean
of the College of Fine Arts,"
Adams said.
He is this summer completing
15 years in the deanship of the
Fine Arts College.
"This bas been an exciting and
rewarding period to have served
as Fine Arts dean," Adams said.
"The faculty has grown markedly
in both size and quality with the
result that the College now bas a
secure national reputation for its
outstanding programs.
"Beginning with construction
of the first unit of the Fine Arts
Center in 1962-63, the building
program of the College is now
almost completed," Adams continued. (A new art building has
been funded and will be started
this summer.)
"I wish to express my deep appreciation to my many colleagues
who have helped make these
achievemen.ts possible," he said.
Adams said he is "looking for•
ward to working closely with Dr.
Davis and Dr. Travelstead to
help develop a structure for
·academic administration which
may best suit the needs of what
is now a large and complex
university."
A noted lithographer as well as
painter, Adams will continue as
director of the Tamarind Institute at UNM.
Adams, 58, joined the UNM
faculty in 1961 as professor art
and dean of Fine Arts.
He has had nearly two"iiozen-·
one-man exhibitons of his paintings and lithographs.
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Folk Art
and
Contemporary Crafts

are

Super fashions from around
the world for Men and Women.

While In Old Town come and
. see
our Contemporary Crafts Gallery
Daily 10 - 5
Closed Sunday

558 Canyon Rd
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328 A San Felipe
Old Town, Albq.
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• Fibercralt materials and supplies

· ao8 san Felipe. N.w.

Albuquerque, New Mex. 87104
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LoDoymess
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Books
Cane
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Mast e 1ry
a er als
l"eJasses
10·6 MON·SAT
"

. .. Over 100 Different String
Sets Reduced

20% !

GHS and Darco Guaged Guitar
Strings
Sets for $500

2

GONDOLA LOUNGE
Now Offers Complete

M~'i'R®fJ@'S

New mexlccin · Dishes!
.

Served with Sopaipillas
4310 · Central S.E·.

!

also available, GHS and Ernie
Ball Guaged Bass Guitar Strings

(Anothet toom of Peplno~s on Centtal)
.

Rites of Spring

.
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. INC.

401 ROMERO NW
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Lettel's

Editorials
Opinions

Minority Goncerns Group Works
Toward Speedy Resolutions
By David Fly"n
Subcommittees
were
established to work on three
separate issues at the Minority
Concerns Planning Committee
meeting last Thursday.
Co-chairperson
Mari-Luci
Jaramillo stressed urgency in
dealing with the issues at hand
after several committee members expressed a desire to work
on the problems immediately.
Admissions, scholarships and
tutoring subcommittees met for
an hour to discuss the different
ramifications included in their
topics.
The subcommittee on admissions, chaired by ex-ASUNM
senator Alfred Santistevan,

Opinion

Whose Canal Zone?
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NM Senators' Stands on Abortion Issue
By George Costpn
Senator Joseph M. Montoya
The abortion issue is still a states that although the 1973
very delicate and emotional Supreme Court decision on
matter this election year and I abortion is now the law, he
feel that it would be worthwhile contends that this issue should
to take a look at how New be decided by the states.
Mexico's two U.S. Senators Unlike other senators, Montoya
stand on this issue.
has made it known that he can"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII• not endorse a proposed antiabortion constitutional amendment as inflexible as the one
Senator
Helms
presented
which would have prohibited
abortion
under any cirliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl
cumstances-including cases
Letters to the editor .•.
where the life of the. mother
Letters to the editor should may be at stake.
be no longer than 250 words,
Senator Montoya would,
typewritten
and
double however, be willing to vote in
spaced.
favor of an amendment of the
Sender's name, address and Buckley version (thi!. would
phone number must be in- provide for consideration of the
cluded with the letter or it mother's health in cases of
will not be considered for abortion) so that the states
publication. Names will be would then have an opwithheld only by agreement portunity to decide for themwith the editor, in person.
selves whether or not they
If a letter is from a group, wished a constitutional amendplease include a name, phone ment dealing with this issue.
number and address of a
Senator Pete V. Domenici
group member.

LOBO Letter,

Opinion Policy

does not appear to be as openminded as Senator Montoya
and at present he does not favor
abortion-on-demand.
In
fact, this senator feels that the
Supreme Court has interpreted
the Constitution, as it stands
now, to exclude the human
fetus from ~lassificaton as a
person and, therefore, from the
protection granted to persons
under the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments, including the
right to life.
What Senator Domenici is
getting at is that when the
abortion issue is brought before
the Senate again, he will support the passage of an amendment to be presented to the
people or their legislatures as
possible change to the Constitution.

By Joe Donnelly
The decline of the Panama Canal Zone's value to the United States
financially, militarily and diplomatically indicates that it would be in the
best interests of America to give Panama a bigger stake in Canal
operations.
.
Financially the Canal is losing as much as $10 million a year. Use of the'
famous waterway is on the slide because of higher tolls and because
newer, wider ships can't fit through the Canal. U.S. shipping from coastto-coast is also using the Canal less. Only one to two per cent of coast-tocoast shipping passed through the Canal last year. Experts expect it will be
lower again this year.
Military experts concede the Canal is no longer strategic in U.S. defense
plans. In some respects the Canal is utterly useless. Canal locks are 110
feet wide while many aircraft carriers have hulls of 133 feet wide and flight
decks of 2'57 feet wide.
Another military problem. with the Canal is protecting it from sabotage.
The Pentagon realizes the Canal is more vulnerable to sabotage and
guerilla attacks than it was 50 years ago. General George S. Brown, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff concedes, "The Canal can be more effectively defended jointly (with Panama) than it can be by the U.S. alone."
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, President Ford's chief negotiator with
Panama, realizes sabotage could close the Canal indefinitely for repairs.
He said, "Our interest in keeping the Canal open and operating for our
strategic and economic purposes is best served by a partnership agreement for a reasonable additional period of time."
The country of Panama is one of the most advanced of South American
countries. Arguments that Panama would handle the Canal operations
worse than the U.S. are unsubstantiated. More important is the fact that
only with Panama's help could it be protected from attack by subversive
groups.
Many Americans feel that the U.S. giving away its historic rights of
Canal ownership would be another example of weaker American will in
diplomatic circles. But many of these people are overlooking the dangers
of America being held up for international scrutiny as imperialistic. To increase better relations with our South American neighbors it would be
good to give panama some voice in ownership, especially since the Canal
is more important to the west coast countries of South America. Easing
our hold on the Canal Zone would be seen as an act of good faith.
One must also remember how we look to South Americans historically
in obtaining the Canal Zone. To gain control of the land in order to build
the Canal, the U.S. financed a revolt in the then-Columbian province of
Panama in 1903. Under unclear circumstances, the U.S. imposed the Hay,Bunea-Vanilla Treaty two weeks after Panama declared its independence.
John Hay, then l:iecretary of State, later admitted the treaty as ''vastly advantageous to the United States--not so advantageous to Panama."
What angers nationalistic Panamanians and raises debate in the Umted·
States is the interpretation of the "in perpetuity" clause of the treaty.
Presidential contender Ronald Reagan, who has turned the Canal Zone into an electon issue, interprets the clause as meaning the zone is a U.S.
territory just like Alaska and the states carved from the Louisiana Purchase
were. But historic interpretations by past U.S. officials and even the State
Department today conclude that the U.S. has rights but not ownership of
the zone.

Whatever. your own personal
Reagan is closing his eyes and ears when he says the U.S. "bought,
feelings about the abortion paid for and owns" the Panama Canal Zone. Why then, is the U.S.
issue may be, one can see that agreeing to pay $2.3 million a year to Panama if we own it?
our two elected senators are
Evidence tends to suggest that it would be in the best interest to give
still groping for a solution to Panama some rights in controlling the canal that cuts their country, not.
· ours, in two.
this rather touchy issue.

OOONESBURY
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Photo by Fran Lorin

Mari-Luci Jaramillo

Art History Profes·sor
Named Teacher of Year
By Colleen Curran
Art history lecturer Howard D. Rodee has been named outstanding
teacher ofthe year at UNM.
Rodee was selected by a committee of UNM professors and by his
students, who completed teacher evaluation forms at the committee's
request. One student said Rodee's courses.are "a blast."
The award included a $500 check, presented to Rodee by the
Greater UNM Fund at a luncheon meeting.
.
The 43-year-old Rodee received his B.A. and M.A. from Ohio State
University and- his doctorate from Columbia University before
·coming to UNM in 1969. Rodee teaches courses in Northern
Renaissance and 19th century painting, 17th century baroque, and a
seminar on the minor arts. Articles by Rodee on Victorian ·painting
have appeared in art history journals.
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FLAT TOPS
GUILD F50

R er. 725.00 Now. 560.00

GUILDD50

Board
represent

editoria_ls

Rer. 819.00 Now 615.00

Rer. 409.50 Now 820.00

OVATION CUSTOM BALLADEER

TAKAMINE F400

Rer. 385.00 Now 295.00

OVATION FOLKLORE

ReJ. 585.00 Now 295.00

TAKAMINE FS60

Rer. 119.50 Now 15Q.OO

TAKAMINE F340
.R er. 159.50 Now 125.00
Re~o

majority opinion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. Alf other cOlumns, cartoons
and l~tters represent the OplniOri
of the autttor and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.
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Reg. 209.50 Now 165.00

CLASSICALS
ROBERTO PIMENTEL
Rer- 225.00 Now 125.00

ROBERTO PIMENTEL

YAMAHAG55
Rcr- 19.!)1) Now 69.00

Photo Editor.
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Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

YAMAHA FG160

HI WATT 100 WATT
lb:g. 750.00 Now 580.00
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YAMAHA FG200

Business Manager
·
Bill Halsey·

Reg. 209.00 Now 170.00

Brake Adj,

Timing AdJ.

Qirburetot Adi,
Oil Change
Clean Screen

Not an authorized dealer.

MARSHALL 50 WATI

Reg. 570.00 Now 440.00

New Point~ PIUQ$

3610 SECOND N.W.
345·3271

VELENO CUSTOM

Reg. 885.00 Now 699.00

GIBSON LES PAUL RECORDING
Reg. 699.00 Now 545.00

RICKENBACKER 4001 BASS, NAT.
Reg. 688.00 Now 495.60

RICKENBACKER 4001 "''""''"'u·

Reg. 588.00 Now 450.00

RlCKENBACKER 4000 BASS
RICKENBACKER 480 GUITAR

MITCHELL MONITORS

Reg. 200.00 Now 160.00

ELECTRICS
GIBSON LES PAUL cUSTOM

DAN ARMSTRONG {LONDON)
Reg. 650.00 Now 495.0il

B.C. RICH SEAGULL

Reg. 750.00 Now 595.00

SPECIAL
ROCK & ROLL SET-UP
B.C. RICH MOCKINGBIRD GUITAR
HI WATI' 100 WATI' HEAD
2 MITCHELL 4/12 CABS
Rer.s 26oo.oo s.ks 195o.oo

·Rer 739.00 Now 570.00

GIBSON L-GS CUSTOM
ES~335

GIBSON ES-325

Rer 529.00 Now 399.00

AMPS & PA'S

Rer. 166.00 Now 185.00

Clutch Adj.
Steering Adj.

THE BUG AND BEETLE
CLl N IC

MITCHELL 212 CAB

Rer 629.00 Now 485.00

ALVAREZ FOLK

TUNING

Valvu Adj,

.Log. 260.00 Now 200.00

ALVAREZ

250.00 Now 18!1.00

Condition Permitting

Reg. 329.00 Now 250.00

ReJ. 499.00 Naw 380.00

iteJ. 350.00 Now 250.00

Furl Pdce, Lob or
& Part5 .. Engine

New Ga5.ket

Reg.,550.00 Now 440.00

GIBSON

Free Estimates

GIBSON GRABBER BASS

£PIPHONE EC-20

Relr. 129.50 Now 100.00

NtJwOil

Align Rods

MAJOR

OVATION DEACON

Rer. 495.00 Now 375.00

the

$16950

Tune-Up Engine

Remove Ciubon

ReJ. 125.00 Now 95.00

ALVAREZ HERRINGBONE

a

·. N~w Chrome Rings
New Rod Bearfngs
Grind Valvus

Rer. 395.00 Now 299.00

MITCHELL 550 P.A.
Qab W/Horn

Rer. 125.00 Now 99.00
Unsigned

A OVERHAUL

GMT400B

TAKAMINE 385 S

MOSSMAN FLINT IDLIS

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

We Welcome Your Bug To UNm

GUILD G212

GIBSON DOVE

....

q"'

t""'

0

(1)

Rc:g 548.00 Now 425.00

Reg. 798.00 Now 625.00

t;1

::;

Rer. 850.oo Now 660.00

ReJ. 169.50 Now 185.00

"'0

.....
~

Reg. 515.00 Now 399.00

ReJ. 340.00 Now 265.00 •

(1)

i'.i.

9

GMT 200 GT

GMT 1000 SB

is:

0"

GUILD F412

TAKAMINE 385

ReJ. 750.00 Now 575.00

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

Next To Brandywine Galleries Ltd.
116 Morningside SE
268-9050

Res. 550.00 Now 425.00

GUILD D25

iteJ. .249.00 Now 185.00

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton·

Unique Gifts From The Sea
Shells & Crafts Unlimited
Located One Block Off Central

12 STRINGS

Rc:g. 598.00 Now 460.00

z

~

HI WATI 50 WATI

Rc:r. 585.00 Now 400.00

•<'.ll
(p

.

iteJ. 595.00 Now 455.00

OVAUON MATRIX

Both letters to the editor
and opinions are subject to
editing for length and for
possibly libelous content.

Editorial

.

•Hanging Lamp!i
•Wind Chimeli

•Assorted Shell Candles

FOURTH ANNIVERSARY SALE

ReJ. 510.00 Now 395.00

tET MF. o1TJST

(p

ITARSA-L

OVATION ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC

Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited,
signed, guest editorials which
do·not necessarily reflect the
opm10n
of
the
LOBO.
Opinions may be any length
but are subject to editing for
space limitations.
Opinions should include address and phone number.

recommended several actions:
removal of the ACT scores as entrance requirements, postponement of the new entrance
requirements, and establishment
of differential entrance standards, The committee expressed
the need for higher quality,secon·
dary education in the state.
The
subcommittee
also
stressed the need for a better
representation of the state's
population in the distribution of
Presidential Scholarships.
The second subcommittee
discussed the area of faculty in
terms of parity, that is a ratio
equal to that of the population of
the state. One committee mem·
be.r said minority groups are not
properly represented in the administration which "deprives us
among the people who make the
decisions." The graduate school,
the subcommittee concluded, was
also lacking in minority representation. Under the new
organization of the Graduate
School, the subcommittee wants
to see that minority groups are
represented at the doctoral and
masters levels as well as the undergraduate level.
The third subcommittee
discussed the use of Affirmative
Action (positive action in hiring)
as a mechanism at all levels of the
University. The inclusion of
student input in policy making
was also stressed.
The next meeting will be Thursday, June 24, in Ortega Hall.
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Defenders, Judges Clash Over Ethics
,...,
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By Ruth S.lntress
Public defender
Johnny
Walker, who was found in contempt of court and fined $250 a
week agQ by Dist. Judge Maurice
Sanchez, is in the process of filing
r!JpQrts with the 'Judicial Standards Commission, said public
defender Chris Key.
Walker, who became ill late
last Tuesday morning, told Sanchez that because of "acute
gastric disturbance" he woulrl be

unable to appear in court. San- think the decision will be reverchez said he considered Walker's sed," Key said.
illness a "suspicious excu~?e," and
Sanchez said he sent a cnpy of
if Walker didn't appear in court the hearing to the State · Bar
he would be held in contempt.
Assn. Counsel. "It has the
Walker's attorney Jim Beam authority, if it chooses, to inhas appealed the case because his vestigate lawyers on not
request to have an evidentiary following
the
canons · of
hearing before a different judge professional ethics," he said. Sanwas denied. "The decision chez said he viewed the incident
whether to grant· an appeal will as "a:~other example of delaying
be released in the next few days, tactics used by the public defendepending which docket the ders."
>;Pquest was placed on. But I
The public defenders ask for
too many extensions on their
cases, Sanchez said. "The district
attorneys are always ready. The
reason could be they are often
better lawyers, but it is also their
attitude towards public duty," he
said.

Coming To The Albuquerque
And Santa Fe Areas:

Srihemawo Raja Kumari
A teacher of God Realization through
Meditation and Sadhana. She will be
giving initiation rights and hoping to
establish a center for those interested
in an inspiring atmosphere for Spiritual
development.
For more information contact:
Karesse Grenier
3400 Delwood NE
299-2351

"We've had a problem with
judges thinking any public defender can present another defender's case within short notice,"
Key said. Key, wbo appeared in
court for Walker, said, "Never

City Gives Black Plague Warning:
Pets Should Be Treated Promptly
Bv Rebekah Szymanski
ment !EHD) to advise pet owners
Two cases of bubonic plague in in that area to treat all pets with
humans in areas .around Tijeras flea powder and to avoid contact
Canyon in the past two we'eks with wild rodents.
This warning applies mainly
have prompted the Albuquerque
Environmenta1 Health Depart-_ to the residents in the extreme

Cames

"' ~
L
~

PAS:;QUT
TRITACTOE

Note! FOOL'S PARADISE
has a limited Jupply of the incredible
ARROW-THRU·THE -HEAD Illusion,
Buy one, and be the life of the party.

created three years ago, in hopes
has the notice been this short."
that it would be more economical,
Walker said some of the
it replac!ld an appointed counsel
district judges view the court
system as "a railroad to the · system. In that system the court
clerk went down a list of cases
penitentiary. To them, the defenand assigned them to variious
dants are sides of beef ready to
be butchered." Walker said the
defenders. "There isn't any
question that the new system is
job of the public defender "is to
present a strong defense which
better. The expense is what the
often tak!Js time to prepare."
legislature is most concerned
ab-out, and the public defenders'
Dist. Judge William Riordan office is the most efficient and
aid, "There is no particular economical method to operate,"
abuse among the publ_ic defen- Key said.
ders in comparison to the district
Judge Sanchez said, "A public
attorneys in my courtroom. One defenders' office might be
of the problems is the legal needed but tbe legislature should
system
is
built
on make stronger requirements on
procrastination .. No defendant them. They should be disciplined
wants to go to court, so there is by a boa!'d of overseers."
added pressure on the public
"The ideal set-up," said Judge
defender. I'm not against the Riordan, "would be a chief public
public defenders' office, but defender who would contract all
against the It is the concept of the cases to various private
the public defenders' office that lawyer-s·." Riordan said,
appears to be the major however, that he doubts this will
argument between the judges come about. "The public defenand the p~Jblic defenders. When ders' office is here to stay," he
the public defenders' office was said.
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TWISTERS
..... Puzzles
T
GO
3·0 CHESS
BACKGAMMON

CRIBBAGE BOARDS

for People who like to Thinh

PIPES PAPERS CLIPS I NCENCE BONGS KAMA SUTR~ T-SHI RTS GAMES LEATHER PLAYBOY PRODUCTS TAROTCARDS GAG GIFTS NOVELTIES PUZZLES
FOOL'S PARADISE at

MONTGOMERY PLAZA

Montgomery and San

Ma~co NE 8B3-1587
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By Rebekah Szymanski
Pies have started flying coastto-coast in the midst of this country's
most
recent
epidemic-piethrowing. Organizations of the pie-throwing ''hit
men" are on the increase and are
spreading out ir. all areas across
the USA, including Albuquerque.
At UNM, a campus police officer is currently investigating 11
reported
incidents
of
piethrowing that occurred
during the last seven weeks.
"Faculty and staff members,
involving both men and women,
have been victims of this type of
battery," said Berry D. Cox,
director of UNM police.
Sino::e none of the victims have
been 'ahle to identify their particular "hit man," Cox said he
thinks somebody may be contracting to make the hits.
.
Cox also said they are "seeking
laboratory analysis of some of the
material (in the pies)."
In order for an arrest to be
made, the pie-thrower must be
caught in the act. So far, no
arrests·have been made.
Cox said, "People should be
aware of the harm they might
cause to their victims, and that
they, if identified, could indeed
be sued for personal liability."
He sa:id this petty misdemeanor
is punishable by up to one year
imprisonment or a fine, or both.
Outside of Albuquerque, an in·
creasing number of organizations
of pie-throwing hit men have
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northeast and southeast 'heights
of the city.
A dead squirrel infected with
the plague was found recently
near Skyline N.E., north of I-40
and east of Tramway Road.
Health officials said residents
in that area should apply flea·
powder weekly to their pets and
Sevin (carbryl) dust to the 'outside of buildings and cages where
rodents, such as squirrels, rats
and mice might turn up.
T)le fleas on these wild
animals can be transmitted to
humans by family pets which
have come ·in contact with the
wild animals or their nests.
City health officials also asked
anyone finding a sick, sluggish or
dead wild rodent to report it to
EHD at 766-7640.
Plague symptoms in humans
include a high feve.r,
sluggishness and swelling in the.
lymph glands, groin and arm pits.
Fred Malone of the EHD said
the increase in the number of
plague cases is due only to the increase in the number of people
living in the mountains and using
them· for recreation. He said
plague cases for that area of the
city are not unusual for this time
oft he

~

.. ' ...... .

throwers. (The fad actually took
off about a year ago, however, in
the Los Angeles area under the
organization of Pie Face International.)
The current price for a hit by
the Meringuesters here in
Albuquerque is $10, which is a
real bargain compared to other
places around the country. Pies
Unlimited of St. Petersburg,
Fla., has charged as much as $300
for a hit. In most places,

however, the going rate runs
from about $35 to $50, depending
on the person hit and the risk in·
volved.
In a usual "hit," ·the pie men
plot the time and particular
technique o! the job in advance.
The quickest and easiest exits
are mapped, and the motor left
running in a nearby car for a
quick getaway. Orten times there
is also another person used to
distract the victim directly

POlley for Up Serviee--Noliees run the day ·
before and the day of the event, space available.
Notiee!!l are not aeeepted by phone. Organizations
niay pick up forms to mail to the LOBO, rm 138,
Marron lhll. Deadline for notices is 4:30p.m. the
day before pubtieati'on. The LOBO reserves the
right to edit notices and delete those considered
tnappropriate for tllis column.

BELTED TIRES
Eslro Sl,..lfh fibtrafm lllllttl 2+2. Tht olronpot fttr!
Monufoc,.rod
one of flit world's lorpll tiro oookors.
Whllowoll, 2 full plr pol111f11 cord + 2 fibtralo11 cord
bolls• ..,, fro,.,, llftli1111 rll<l ~uard, wortm111shfp ..,
nllftriols '""'"''"· ~lllllolreod wtor auar-.

•r

WIIIILD's waESr sHocK usouEII
I IiMADiiNi rfi•irnoru•iiEE11o~,F THE
HEAVY DUTY Liloll,. Ouar1<11oo • for 11
you own fhl c1r.

$25.95
STAIIUZEIIS Lifoli,. Duor- · for
1M oor. (F.-IIIII ruro)

2 for $27.50

11

AIR AIJ.IUSTAILE SHOCKS (KillnciHod~ Lifoll,. Duor• tor •tiDnt •• you own th• c1r.

2 for $39.95
NACJIHEIISDII STRUJS 47.96 PAIR, I'I.US IIISTilLUinOfl,
l•1~iol shocks for D1tsuns, YclkiWII"'Is1 TOJOfiS,
ond

ond-....

,,,an.. ,,.,.

-- ---

ttetoll

Your

44.25

21.11
22.311

22.31

22.10
21.74

ttetoil

~

72Si..JIIN1i1
TC-11--...t

1141"-'t

FREE

r-

N~lon

..... """

Cord, Tuhtless Hiahway
FREE MOUNTING

MOUNTING

M2ll HAt

AYtrlft'
Ret a
16.40
74.96
78.60

"lB

Cl.21 2UI

.... 21.21

10

lLTO

B

82.60
BT.OS

10

B
6
8

79.50
93.011
1WIO
134.50

Avera1e Your
Retail Price F.E.T.
520-10 23.80 17.94 1.21
551). 12 26.30 17.67 1.32
520-13 24.80 14.79 lAO
6IJO. 12 24.1i0 19.90 1.50
550-13 25.55 18.98 1.52
551). 14 26.80 20.97 1.71
601J.15L 26.011 20.90 1.87

51.18

w

70.90

8.03

86.77

5.61

FREE REPLACEMENT

*391

40,GOO mile euaranfel (parts I labor)

:=:.::~~~~~·~·
C-Poolr llfiMf flurinas

......

D-llood I ftn/1 ....lito ltroko oplotu

EXTeNDED TIRE LIFE LIMilED WAIIIWITY

Interested in getting credit for working'/ A com·
mittee is forming to work for this ~<experience
learning" nl UNM. Contact Dorothy Davidson, rm
242, SUB.
.

l

Your

Price F.E.T.
31.46 3.23
3U6 3A2
49.61 3.65
46.97 3.97
50.61 uo
49.94 4.39
47.96 4.2'1

VACATION
BRAKE SPECIAL

~~tlt Size

'1

F.E.T.
f.TS
2..01
2..0S
2.27
2.43
2.60
2.83
2.65
2.87
3.1)3
3.14

CAMPER-DUPLEX nPE

10111 11 JOCI

$13.95 each

Averaae Your
Retail Price
47.112 22.61
49.12 23.95
50.85 23.95
55.55 24.96
59.55 26.94
61.35 27.99
63.05 29.92
65.90 28.16
67.00 29.98
69.50 30.97
70.55 33.118

Size
A78xl3
CTB-'13
CTB-14
. £78-14
FlB-14
078-14
HTB-14
018-15
HTII-15
J711-15
LTII-15

SHOCK ABSORBERS

PerSOns interested in working as student
representativ-es to faculty ~ommlttees. contact
Damon Tobias or Dorothy Davidson in the
Student Government office, rm 242, SUB.

An updii.Lcd listing of off-campus rental units is
aVailable to t.INM students at the lnformntion
Desk in the SUB and the Dean of Students Oftlcc,
Meso. Vista 1176. Landlords may list their rentaf
units with the Dean of SLudents office~ 277·6448.

before the toss.
Founder of the main Pie-Kill
Unlimited,
Rex
Weiner,
proclaims in his "Pie-Kill
manifesto" that hit men must
strive to:
1) "Stamp out pomposity;
2) Uphold the virtues of surprise, randomness and chaos;
3) Wreak light-hearted havoc
whenever
and
wherever
possible; and
4) Get away with it."

32,000 MILE GUARANTEE

10

Blue Tail
• ,..·.I'J.~l.·<~':J';.:c·'".:~
•.
··~' ,,,,,,,,.ff·tjtt~t•tl~fl,
.•• ~~~·,f••• ~·~~.~.,~····~··~···
• ·~··
....•}.."'}."~·"·'\
.. ~,.4 ,,, •• ,-,,,,,,~, ..... .,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,
.............
. '··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.'.""

been slapping their way through
cities all over the U.S. In MinnCf!polis, it's Pie Kill, Ltd.; in St.
Petersburg, Fla., it's Pies
Unlimited,
and
here
in
Albuquerque,
it's
the
Meringuesters.
The main base for this latest
onslaught of pie-pasting, began
in Manhattan two years ago with
Pie-Kill Unlimited, and since
then it has managed to franchise
a bout 12 businesses of pie-

a

Boogie to:
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Randy Bog/and

Getting Pied-AmeriCan Style
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Pepino's On Central
4310 Central SE

P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia

J;met Walker

HOURS 8 to 6 M·F, SAT. 8 to 3

EASY CREDIT TERMS
~

Threo soporolo
C..,.,olllr llfOitcl
,..,.
inmfmln!,
ROAD,..,....,.
H.UAIID, WORKMANSHIP,
MATERIAL
TRW WEAR GIIMAiflU (liD nilE UMII). Foclory Tiro,..,.
ontMs tiJo oritinol pilrchosor flit lull mileoplar which flit
oritlnol lire Wll IUiflftlood, or he ,;..,. 1 CrMif on 1
liro b111d on tho orf1inol purcho11 pri.. prorolttl
bosis ol miloop usod, 1101 incfudint Fodtrol
sfolo IIIII local 11111. EXAMPU, if o $311 tiro
milo ,..,,.,.. wooro si!IOOII! of :10,11110 lllllos,. flit
will rocol .. 1 $17.50 crodit towonl flit ,.rc~o... of a
liro. Thio portion of flit ,..,,.,.. io prodi....., 11f1011
por whotl •li1n,.nt IIIII
drlvint HMaiono at
lnll IJIIfds, Full Lfiiii!M ~ i.,.nniM MI!Wtlct.
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Mann Presses Suit
In Tenure Case

Attention li'ealth Sclence studcntsf Please help
save a life today by donnUng a pJnt of bJoQd, The

U. to Lose Parking
In IC'Permit Area

KN ME Director Chosen
By Ruth S. Intress

By Colleen Curran
stitutional right of free speech
The "C" pa<king section will lose 160 parking spaces this summer
decision not to retain Prof. John and of the academic freedom to
when construction of the new art building begins. The parking lot
speak one':;; own opinion."
S. Mann."
Academic Vice ,pre:;;ident west of the Fine Arts Center and south of the bookstore will be closed
In particular, it singled out Chester Travel:;;tead refused to when construction begins near the end of summer school,
"improper" actions by the Regen- give Mann tenure in June 1974
Parking stickers for those 160 places will not be sold this year.
ts which earlier in the long drawn citing Mann's grading policy and
Sgt. Seiler of the UNM Parking Services Department said parking
out history of the case had the Heady dispute.
stickers for the fall semester will go on sale in the latter part of July.
Professor Sanford Cohen, then
demanded Mann to apologize to
''We will mail letters to approximately 25,000 students on July 20,
then UNM President Ferrel chairman of the AFTC, had said, and they will go on sale as soon as the forms are sent back to us," said
Heady for remarks the professor "At this point it wouldn't make a Seiler.
made during a November, 1972 difference whether Travelstead
Seiler said there will be no new parking regulations in effect this
was 10'0 per cent correct in his year.
faculty meeting.
decision on Mann. The issue is
UNM Parking Services did not receive any money from the city for
Mann contended the Regents one of due process."
University parking violations, and the issue of whether they will get
Cohen said both Travelstead money from the city next year is currently undel' discussion.
had no right to demand he
apologize~ to Heady, and that by. and the UNM Regents had made
Seiler said 423 vehicles were immobilized at UNM between Sept. 3,
making the demand, they had serious procedural errors in 1974, and May 14, 1976, because of num!)rous citations. He said 177
committed "a violation of the con- regards to Mann.
vehicles were towed away from UNM parking spaces between Oct.
11, 1974, and May 14, 1976.
fCnnUnucd frOm Jtago 1)

JohnS. Mann

SUNTANNING
PRODUCTS

NOPPY

If you can't go Barefoot,.
GO BIRKENSTOCK. .
n1e Birkenstock molded footprint contour
was inspired by observing the natural function
of the foot in soft earth. A vielding surface
~supports the arch of the foot and irJVites the
gripping action of the toes. Made of highly
elastic cork, it becomes flexible with body
'Mrmth al)d molds itself to your feet.

DOONESBURY

UNM graduate Anthony Tiano
has been chosen from among 75
applicants as the new Program
Director for KNME-TV, said a
reliable sQurce who wished to
remain anonymous.

OH, MR.~ CAUCUS.,

MIW VeNTUfiA! r

CAUCUS
UNTJMSTANIJ YOU
SPMKIN6. PER5 7H6 CAM.\
PAI/JN /I1IINA$R

""'""" MY OPPONEiNT

711PPRIMAK!I

~ocl~et\9
C:S ·

2910 Central NE
Mon.-Sat. 11-7

The Best for

from HI-FI House

AN ALTERNATE ROUTE
Peace Corps" VIsta

Continental
Breakfast
AD~T

BOSE-·

400FM
RADIO

301 speaker
under
$100
N~'t

Bose 301's," The most unusual and one of
the best sounding bookshelf speakers."

00

~

High Fidelity Magazine

U'l

~ WE TAKE TRADE-INS

z 3011 Monte Vista NE·

$1.25

Discover An Alternate Route
PEACE CORPS * VISTA

Challenging, Creative Ways
To Use Your Degree
Liberal Arts, Business. Math,
Education, French, Spanish,
Science, And Many Others

Hippo Ice Cream
120 Harvard S.E.
Continental Breakfast
Served 7:30am-10:00am

.

AFTER GRADUATION

Contact Mary Martin
Career Services
Mesa Vista Hall
or Write
212 N. St. Paul. #1622
Dallas. Tex:as
75201

255-1694

Just east ol central & Girard, near UNM
.FINANCING AVAILABLE
~OS FOR OVER 26YEARS

0
~~

ONLY

Expresso
Orange Juice
Croissant

4t~:--o~~
:.t~

director since Claude Hempen's
contract was terminated over a
year ago.
A public announcement of
whether Tiano has accepted the
$23,000 position is planned for
later today, the source sain.

Tiano received an M.A. in
Communication Theory from
UNM in 1971. He was employed
by KNME-TV from 1968-1972.
He left KNME to become
television director and station
manager of WHA-TV at the
University of Wisconsin, where
he is presently employed. Tiano
Compiled by George Gesner and Joe llonnelly
is
also an associate professor of
U. of Wa!ihington-A recent feature story in the University of
Communication
Arts at the
Washington Daily substantiates that rumors about the death of Jerry
University
of
Wisconsin
..
Ma.thers, star of the defunct "Leave It to Beaver" television show, are
untrue. The article said Mathers is now an employee of the Southern
In his earlier career, Tiano was
California Bank.
an
announcer at KDEF radio
Mathers was reported to have been killed in Vietnam during the
war. Mathers said in recollection of the incident, "I lived in a frater· station , and a news director at
nity and a couple of my fraternity brothers came rushing in and said, KGGM-TV. Tiano has helped
'Read this.' I read a little bit, and it said I'd been killed in Vietnam. I produce over 70 radio and
television specials, since be
don't know how it started, but it' was on AP and UPI.''
The art.icle also disproves the rumor that the actor who played the began his career in broadcasting
show's smart alec, Eddie Haskell (Ken Osmond) is today Alice ten eyars ago.
Cooper. Osmond is now 31, is married, bas two children, and works as
a North Hollywood policeman.
Representing UNM on KN·
What about other characters? Wally (Tony Dow) acts occasionally ME's .Board of Directors is
and can be seen on Old Milwaukee beer ads. Ward Cleaver (Hugh President Bud Davis, and Vice
Beaumont) ]lad a stroke four years ago and is semi-retired. June Presidents Alex Mercure and
Cleaver (Barbara Billingsley) is described in the article as a semi- John Perovich. Representing the
retired world traveler. She is married and makes her home in Santa Albuquerque Public Schools is
Monica. Dow, Mathers and Osmond have been touring colleges. "So Superintendent
Ernest
Car they've really gone over great," Osmond said.
Stapleton, and Assistant
U. of Texas at El Paso-Unlike the allegations voiced by some Superintendents Ralph Dixon
Teacher Assistants at UNM about doing all of their professor's and Phil Gonzales.
classroom work, University of Texas at El Paso TA's do very little
classroom teaching. Kenneth E. Beasley, vice president for academic
artairs at the University said, "We have virtually noTA's teaching
classes.''
Miehigan State-Ambulance service provided by the Department
of Public Safety will be phased out due to prohibitive costs of equipment and training. The campus community will continue to be
covered by ambulance services through the East Lansing Fire Department.
U. of Michigan-A coupon war has hit the metropolitan Detroit
supermarkets. A coupon redemption program began as an advertising stunt by one grocer who offered customers one and a bait
times the face value of manufacturers' coupon. Two other stores offered twice the value and a week later two new stores jumped to
tripling the coupons.
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In a closed meeting last Thursday morning, the KNME Board
of Directors chose Tiano from·
among , six finalists. Included
among the finalists was
Assi!;tant Manager Robert Gordon, who has been the· acting-

A'lma
Matters

by Garry Trudeau
11115 15

AJoe Soap & Lotions
Pure Coc9a Butter
Shampoos-ConditionersRinses-Lotions-Oils-Moi·
sturizers-Bubble Bath-"
Bath Oil-Bath CrystalsEssential Oils-Love Oils
ALL NATURAL. AT REA·
SONABLE PRICES. 100%
BIQ-DEGRADABLE.

.Bioo<lmobilc will be at UCMO $econd floor Jab

t

(214)

749~1855

Le-cture Under the Stars, June _21, ,M:on,, 8 p.m ..
''The Ngw Hum'-n Right: 1\sscrtivcn(!ss,'' by Or.
Lynn flloom, associate profo$ao.r of English at
UNM, co-&uthor of"ThcNcw Ass~rtivc Woman.''

~
en

Fri.~

4 p.m.

2Thour slow-paced ridu nnd a 4-hour ride for the
more experienCed. Starting point h:1 Popejoy Hall
box off!cQ, Open to riders over 13, 4·hour riders
bring water and Gnllt!k, Road captains with tools
and supplies will be on each ride. For more In~
formo.thm call 266·9893, Tucs,·Sni.

~-.oc
2:
en

Thurs., 11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. and

• The New Mexico Wheel men nrc scheduling
b1c:yclc rid.cs evcl:'y Sunday at 8 ft,m. They offer!\

'"d

I»

lQ a.m. to

~

:><:

Mel'tfng at the Int~rnn.Uonal Ct;!llter for
Chi~nnM interested i.n Chlctwa·rclnLed is~ucs, c;on·
cerns, nctivJtics Mon., JurJc 21, 7 p.m.
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l11lt>rcstt1d in Mcotlng- Jewish .fiLIJdcnts on cnm·
pu$'/ Cnll Mutt nt 242·!2~32, Dob nl 266·9109 1 or
Wendy nt 299·lfi02.
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FRYE BOOTS
BOOTMAKERS SINCE 1063

25%
Off
lobo

men's
shop
21 20 Centr.al 5.1.

2.&3-69W

rt~a

~~lt.-qoo

in the
"Happy
Hookah"

6

.1

Own the largest waterpipe
in the city
(Register now - winner to be announced July 3,
at the

General Store
Largest selection of clothing & head supplies
in the University area.
Monday thru Saturday 10-9, Sunday 1
111 Harvard SE
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Earth, Art and Light
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Art: "A Celebration of New
...:l Mexico," an excellent collection
k? of paintings and photographs by
'"' various New Mexico artists (see
Cl the review in last week's LOBO!,
8 is in the upper gallery of the Art
·:;; Museum in the Fine Arts Center.
~ See page 11 of today's LOBO for
a review of the Student
~ Exhibition in the lower gallery.

z

o

Art: Part II of the Jonson
,.... Retrospective is showing at the
~ Jonson Giillery, 1909 Las Lomas
fl. (just off campus). Some expr.rimental work by one of New
Mexico's major artists.
Musical: The Albuquerque
Civic Light Opera Association is
putting on The Music Man, Fri.,
Sat. and Sun. Call 344-3217 for

ticket information.
Mime: The Downtown Neilrhborhood Players & Mime Experiment put on a kids show
every Saturday afternoon at 805
Tijeras NW.
Music: The American Harp
Society (NM Chapter) will perform in concert in Woodward
Hall at 8 p.m. on the 23rd. Guest
harpist Edward Witsenberg
from the Netherlands will be
featured. More details about the
Harp Society's activities will be
in next week's LOBO. Or you can
call 294-7692.
Lecture: Lynn Bloom will
speak on "The New Human
Right: Assertiveness," Monday
night at 8 p.m. on the mall.

Beef Barbecue
Sunday
3:00 p.m.
Mixes
$ .50
Cadillac Bob
Thursday - Sunday

~eep

Tightly Closed

The Last Straw

Stroight Jacket Serenade
Prison Polkas and Straight Jacket Serenades, a Open theatre piece with free flowing transeries of three one-act black comedies, opens sformations.
The last play, William's The Local Stigmatic is a
tonight at the Humanities Bldg. Theatre. The
three plays all deal to some extent with man's Pinteresque piece of British humor about two men
obsessed with religion and dog racing.
inability to cope with his environment.
These plays are directed by William Guinee III
The plays were written by Megan Terry,
Charles DiZenzo and Heathcote Williams. The first and Cheri Brown. Featured players are Jim Carpenter, Alan Dumas, Mark Hetelson and Eric
two are American pieces that represent vastly different approaches to comedy. DiZenzo's The Last Hampleman.
.
Curtain time is 8:15p.m. Admissi~n is $1.50. The
Straw is a conventional piece of dark humor
similar to the work of Jules Fieffer while Terry's · Humanities Theatre is across the mall from the
Keep Tightly Closed in a Cool Dry Place is an Zimmerman Library.

Ptogtesslve Countty Notices

Summer Intensive School June 23-July 18 38hrs.

Mind Relaxation Thr9ugh

MEDITATION

"Experience, Method, Philosophy, and Application"

taught by Usharbudh Arya, D.Litt.

or what is referred to as
progressive country. This album
contains none or the original
material which graces his solo
albums. What it has are the
songs Parsons was singing with
the Burrito Brotbers and
Emmylou Harris as they
developed their style.
'Ehcre arc two Merle haggard
tunes, two by Felice and
Boudleaux Bryant, Buck Owens's
"Together Again" and some
other less noteworthy material.
If you want to hear good versions
of some old standards, listen to
this album. Otherwise...

Jimmy is wearing a fluorescent
paisley nehru jacket with a
chrysanthemum on either
pocket. A greenish bronze peace
symbol is hanging... " Onward
into a hundred-dollar-hippie-suit
fantasy, The James Louis Rabbit
All
Electric
Memorial
Experinece, one of my all-time
favorite radio shows. Jimmy
Rabbit led the rock revolution
into Dallas. Doors, Love,
Hendrix,lncredible String Band.

Times change. Jimmy has been
hanging out with Waylon
Jennings. Now with Waylon's
assistance he has cut a Waylonlike album. It's good, but I'm
J i m·m y R a b b i t. a 1l d really anxious to see what he can
Rm1egade/Capitol ST-11491
do on his own.
A sexy female voice. ''Tonight
-by Bill Barrett

This intensive course will explore the philosophy of the Upanishads, the
Bhagavad-Gita, and other Hi_ndu-Bu?dhist tra~itions •. Practical. applica·
tions of Yoga Psychology wtll be d1scussed m relaho~ to emotron~, d_e·
pendency, conflict, and pain. Methods of deep relaxation on~ medJtahon,
altering emotional tone using respiratory rhythms, and changmg body lan·
guage through posture will be covered in depth.
Instruction will focus upon giving each participant a thorough understand·
ing of the philosophy, psychology, and practice of meditation.

Takara
Centurion
Bertin

.........

1

pie in the 35 century tradition of meditation, is the founder and director of
the Meditation Center in Minneapolis, Minn. He was trained in the tech~
niques, philosophy, and psychology of meditation from early childhood and
is on expert in Raja·'( oga, including all known systerns of meditation:
Teachers and counselors trained by Or. Arya are applying yoga techn1ques
in chemical dependency treatment centers and hospitals, and several pro·
fessionol conferences hove been sponsored by the Meditation Center, the
University of Minnesota, and the Minnesota Chemical Dependency Assn.
Dr. Arya is a disciple of the Venerable Swami Ramo of the Himalayas,
whose guidance directs his IHe and teachings.
For Information, callor write: School of .
.
Meditation, 2664800 P.O. Box 4250, Albququerque,
New Mexico 87106

BERTIN Model C-31
We Dare You To Compare BERTIN
With Raleigh, Peugeot Or Any Japanese
Make.
The Double-Butted Durifort Frame Is 2 Ibs.
lighter-Smoother Riding·Longer Lasting.
R.C. Hallets
2122 Coal Place SE
· 843c9378

Reliable, knowledgeable
repair service.
.
.
All makes - foreign and domestic
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Untitled by Susan Ricker

Overslz.e prints by Rod Lazorlk

pictures add a faded memory of ti~t·s-w.orlf.'WUI be rJ?t.l'escnt()d in
19th century studio photos and the smallSiaeroom. Currently a
contribute to a less-Freudian air small selection of photos by
of fantasy-an air which is com- Robert F. Green is showing.
plemented by the symphonic play You'd better hurry if you want to
of light gradations.
catch it, because tomorrow is its
last day. Eric Renner's pinhole
(Editor's note-Unfortunately photography will run there from
for those who missed them, June 21-24. Check the LOBO or
Lazorik's excellent prints are the Fine Arts Gallery to find out
gone. Each week a different ar- about future exhibits.)

Mon-Thur.

Come Boogie To

SPICED ICE
Entertainment 7Nites 4418CentralS.E.

242·7888
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"Uncle Nasty's- Where it all comes together!"

109 Yale Blvd. S.E.

~
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z
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BUYl
GETl
FREE

Selected bicycles from
around the world.
At prices that
will surprise you.

Study with a true teacher of Meditation ...
Usharbudh Arya 1 D.Litt. Sanskrit scholar, philosopher, and direct disci· .

;

! .

An exhibition of art works by
Nor is the "adobe documen- will turn over next.
UNM students and some faculty tary" style limited to sculpture.
Karen
Truax's Pattern
members is being held in the Among the photographs is Ladies are g,org:eously colored,
lower,gallery of the Art Museum Hajicek's Cutter Dam Location but these (hand-colored?)
in the· Fine Arts Center. (Same ·Map, an earthen dam superim- photographs tend to look a little
building as Popejoy Hall, for posed on another piece of graph like easter eggs or "what you can
those of you who are new to cam. paper. Among the paintings we do with RIT" dye" ads. Sbe has
pus.)
might. include Cabrero's First done better, less frivolous things
:Excavation, which looks, with color. One of her students,
Review by Griffin Gaddie
however, less like an· ar· Pallacios, seems worth watching.
In trying to deal with so many cheological site than a closeup of His photo of a Gretel-Iike figure
works by different artists it is a freshly opened can of tuna, and fallen among pine cones hints at a
tempting to try to form them into might be called "visually tasty."
bit more (as Truax's better
some kind of "school." Curiously
There are of course many works do) than an evident
enougl,J, there does seem to be a works at the show which do not charm.
,.recognizable style developing in fit into the above scheme. The
In a room off the student
many of the works here-a style futuristic dynamicism of exhibition area is a show· of
which employs materials re· photographs by Rod Lazorik, a
sembling the baked earth of
member of the UNM Art
New Mexico itself. For lack
Faculty. Lazorik works within a
of a better term, it might be
fairly strict format: the nude
called the "adobe documentary
standing in the middle of an enstyle."
closure-usually a room, bare except for a radiator or a
Take for instance State 'II"·-·
refrigerator-or in front of a
Evidence by Newberry, in. which
wall. His photos are large-about
pieces of clay, imprinted by a
three
feet square-and conhand, are laid out on a sheet of
sequently
the grain is visible.
graph paper which labels them
Light
seems
to filter through
"State's Evid"ence." Or take the
them
in
just-viable
particles, like
pubescent geology of Tardi's Init
coalesces
in places,
dust.
When
terruption: three cracking clay
it
becomes
almost
radioactive.
slabs from which wedge-shaped
Within this luminous atmosphere
nails are emerging; or her Unhis subjects register expressions
titled Adobes, which consist of
varying from fearful surprise, for
piles of mud in which sticks or
,example, to even acceptance.
pieces of wire are stuck.
There may be an element of wishProbably the boldest of these
. -·- .
.
fulfillment fantasy in these
is Gutman's Two For a Dollar,
Tatdl's Untitled Adobe
private presentations: his subwhich is a miniature landscape of Meisner's scythe;like strokes is jects are not only very definitely
cracked plaster (?) and sticks, attracting a lot of attention here, in reaction to the presence of the
which sits on the floor of the as
are
Vickie
Kallie's photographer
but
viewer,
gallery. This piece, like most of miniaturistic watercolors of are perhaps even ''subject" to his
the others, employs adobe or cows. !line's stilllifes look like wishes. The paper flowers and
similar material as a matrix or those of an impoverished Little gauze curtains in some of these ~
"ground" which reveals the im- Dutch Master whose gluttonous
print of the primarily human life- stilllifes of dinner tables laden
forms of New Mexico. To get into with food have been" reduced to a
Gutman's and related works you single bare plate, at which the
have to look partly with the eye painter stares with hungry in·
of an archeologist or of an "Old tensity. The figure in Ball's
Scout" guessing the age of an Lucky Boy tries hard to belie the
animal track or camp fire or buf- title. There are a few oddities in
falo chip. The aesthetics of this the show: Patterson's Beards
kind of work are not, obviously, successfully (if that is the word)
of "beauty,'' but of the evokes a feeling of revulsion
documentation
of with his discovery of a hitherto
"processes"-geological, archeol- unexplored portion of human
ogical, natural, and ultimately ar- anatomy: the undersides of bear·
tistic.
ds. One wonders what rock he

Discover the Nature of Self and Couscidusness through Meditation
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Gram Parsons/The Flying
Burrito
Brothers/Sleepless
Nights/A & M SP-4578
Gram Parsons, affiliated at
various times with Emmylou
Harris, the Flying Burrito
Brothers and the Byrds, was a
· leader jn tile search for the roots
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TAE KWON DO CHAMPIONSHIPS.·
SUNDAY JUNE 27, 1976
WEST MESA HIGH SCHOOL
I

6701 FDJITUNA RD. N.W. •

AlBUQUIRQUl, NEW MEXICO

Special Guest

GENERAL CHOI HONG HI
FATHER OF WORlD TAE KWON DO

SUN DUK
REGISTRATION 8:00 a.m.
Efiminalians 10:00 a.m.
Finals and Demonstrations 7·9 p.m.

General Admission $3.50
Ring Side Seals $5.00

MASUR CHARlES 5£1UF
Highest R•n•tng Ameritln r1e lwon Do hntrudar

MASTIR KIM YOUNG

.....

Demonstrat/oq

MASTfl PAll CH.lf WON
Judo DemOIMifration

Domonlfn~tion

MASYIR KIM DONG NOON

MASTII KIM HAM K.

MASTII liM HANG CHUI

MlSYlR GWON PuGIIL

Domonstre~tfon

Demonstration

DeMo11str1tion

DemoniiiW:IIon

RED BELT AND HIGHER WILL BE FREEFIGHTING

FULL CONTACT
COMPETITION RESTRICTED TO TAE KWON DD PRACTITIONERS

Advance ticket discount $1.00 at these locations:
Cook's in Winrock, Lobo Men's Shop, and
Karate, 5503 Lomas NE. For information call 266-3569

Specializing in
i

Backpacking &
Mountaineering
I

Featuring
Kelty
Lowa
Gerry

Vasque
Camp7
Frostline
North Face
Sierra Design

The Champagne Pit Stop
There were no bubbles in the
University Arena as Lawrence
Welk brought his complete
troupe of singers and the Champagne Music Makers to play
before a packed house,
The bandleader is 72 years old
and his thoughts of retirement
have subsided. Larry Hooper,
the old bass man himself, retur·
ned to the show after i four-year
layoff as a result of two openheart surgeries; He pleased the
older crowd with his rendition of
"Cab Driver,"
The only standing ovation of
the night came in response to the
hymn "How Great Thou Art" as
half the crowd stood in reverence. A ten-minute intermission ended the first half of the show as a
mass of people, predominantly
old, stormed the stage for
. autographs. As this reporter was
knocked off the steps one man
said "we're like kids, running
around asking for autographs."
With the tune "When the Sain- -ts Go Marching In" Bobby
Burgess and Cissy King danced
up a storm. King was a UNM
Chaparral in the late sixties and
settled for a runner-up for
homecoming queen.
Frank Kleinhenz, city administrator, made a presentation
to Cissy King on behalf of the_
City of Albuquerque. Wclk said,
.
"In this election year, if you're · sent the splinters flying. The (some with respirators), people
having trouble deciding who to biggest ovation came when with one bond (champagne
vote for, vote for Cissy." King ___ Henry Cuesta introduced as the music) smiled with that heart-felt
responded, "It's great to be back_ best clarinet player in the world gratification that they were
in Lobo land."
·
as he delved into dixieland jazz there in the presence of one
· One of the high points of the while Welk boogied on the stage. .professional showman who
two and a half hour matinee con- . As Welk's theme song finale brought a little gaiety, a little
cert was' the whirlwind feet of pfayed, grandparents, grand- love, and Cissy King back to
tap dancer Arthur Duncan as he childr5en, the wheelchair ridden Albuquerque.

Passing mention: ffilni Record ~evlews
Shawn
Phillips/Rum·
plestiltskin's Resolve/A & M SP
5482
.
Shawn Phillips tries hard, yet
his fine voice and sometimes
good lyrics rarely mix on Rum·
plestiltskin's Resolve. While
listening to this album, one gets
the impression that Shawn's own
material doesn't suit him.
However, one cut in particular,
"Serendipity Peace," does show
signs of a latent talent for
writing lyrics. Shawn Phillips is
worth keeping an eye on, but
that is all we can do for now.
-by Glen Peter Ablers

"Old Man River," he plays well seems to get off the ground as
on yet another fine album. While the group is confined to simple
the tempo changes often enough, and loud rock 'n' roll. The album
his omnipresent fiddle moves includes remakes and disco.
through the album like the Rate: D.
"Orange Blossom Special," the
-by George Gesner
cut with which this album closes.
Certainly not the best Papa John John David Souther/lJlack
has produced, Rock Father is an Rose/Asylum 7E-1059
interesting album. I recommend
With a group of musicians such
it to anyone even vaguely in· as Danny Kootch, Jim Keltner,
terested in fiddle msuic.
Joe Walsh, Eagles, Linda Ron,
-byGPA stadt, David Crosby, Art Gar,
funkel, Andrew Gold, Russ
Kunkel, Donald Byrd, Lowell
Geo.rg·e, Ned Doheny, and
Fancy/Turns You On/RCA Stanley Clarke you have a case of
APLl-1482
.
a real fine album or over·
. A group that !lla1,e a. mild ?en.~- production. A perfect case of
Papa
John
Creach/Rock m the charts '_VJth. W!ld Thmg overproduction. Rate: C minus.
Father/Buddah BDS 5660
comes up ~1th their second Best cuts: "Black Rose" and
On Rock Father, Papa John albfnJ?- centermg around female "Silver Blue.''
vocabst Anne Kavanaugh. Ex·
h~s again proved that he can play
-byGG
that violin of his. Whether members of Alvin Stardust and
playing the light, springy "High Spencer Davis. Group round out Todd .Rundgren/Faithfui/Bears•
Gear," or the slower, moving the group. The album never ville lJR 6993
Did you ever imagine what
Todd Rundgren would sound like
if he were trying to be Jimi Hendrix'/ Dylan? The Beatles?
Whether or not you wanted to
know, you can find out by
listening to side one of his new
album, Faithful. All cover versions of progressive rock stan·
dards. .
Side two is allegedly original
material, but if you listen
carefully (maybe not even
carefully) you can hear the Runt
3409 CENTRAL. N.E. e 256·7103
trying to be Johnny Winter and
Robert Plant, among others. Not
Vintage Film Posters • Photographs
a bad album, but not outstanding
either.
·
~by Bill Barrett

6307 Menaul NE.
Albuq. N.M. 87110
881-5223
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Oliver Nelson
'l:'~i!lY a mellow jam w.-itten,
A Dream Deferred
arranged, and conducted by the
Flying Dutchman CYL-2-1449
same man.
Review by Howard Pace
Oliver Nelson was a musical
This album, produced by phenomenon in the early forties.
Oliver Nelson, features a He began playing the piano at the
classically jazz-oriented, big age of six, worked out on the sax
band sound. The first four tracks at 11. By the time he was 15 he
on the first side are from Oliver's was a pro in his craft. In his later
Flying Dutchman album, entitled years be ·worked with various
Black, Brown and Beautiful. The bands, put in some years of
intro leaps out at your with a studying theory and com·
solid. sounding brass section. A positions at Washington Universwinging sort of jazz composition sity, and studied pr!vately with
within jazz bands, the beginning at that time one of the nation's
cut makes a grand statement and best classical composers, Elliot
illustrates much movement.
Carter. By the late 1950's, he
carried his efforts further by
working with such jazz immortals as Wild "Bill Davis, Erskine Hawkins, "classical jazz"
greats Count Basie (who performed
on a cut on this album)
~
Duke
Ellington,
and Quincy
His first solo on this side
(Mellow
madness)
Jones.
shows his authority on the
On the alto, tenor, and soprano
soprano sax, comparable to some
sax,
he was at best an unextent of other soprano players
compromising
musician, a style
in his era. Entitled, "I Hope In
unmistakeably
his~ But the direcTime A Change Will Come," this
ction
of
his
saxophone
playing
cut demonstrates just a little of
stand·.
mixed
well
from
a
bluesy
what playing and composing jazz
point.
It
didn•t
matter
to
Nelson
music is all about. It flows, it
moves, the expressions coming in to what form of music he was
moving. He strove for the
fluid tempos.
discovery
of new melodic sounds,
The theme of most of his song
purely
for
musical purposes
titles attempt at making a social
through
his
own
endeavors.
comment. Through the way a
It
is
interesting
to not e the
muisician deeply feels and in·
quantity
and
quality
of session
terprets his surroundings, or his
men
that
back
up
Oliver
Nelson's
environment, it is projected in a
arrangements.
Randy
Becker,
of
musical context. Same goes for
the
Becker
Brothers
Group,
his second solo on the same side,
"Black, Brown, and Beautiful." played trumpet on four out of
ten tracks on the first album. One
of the world's best bass players,
in my opinion, and ex-Miles Davis
sideman Ron Carter, contributes
his fluent bass playing. Check it
out again and see such musical
talents as Eddie "LockJaw"
Since the LOBO will be running jazz reviews on a regular basis
Davis on trombone, and a fellow
from now on, I would like a nice logo drawing to adorn my jazz
by the name of Hubert Laws on
review page. 'l'he drawing must be simple, easy to shoot down to
flute. He's remembered for The
small size and have some connection with jazz. If.you would like the
Chicago Theme album, not too
glory of seeing your art work in the LOBO on a regular basis and
long ago, at the No. 1 spot on the
three free jazz (or other) albums, bring your artwork by the LOBO
jazz charts. Then there's exoffice and leave it in the arts and media box. I will be taking entries
Pharoh Sanders keyboardist,
until the end ofthe summer session or until someone brings one in
Lonnie Liston Smith, now going
that really grabs me.
solo with his Cosmic Echoes

Joe Turner
Anot,her Epoch-Stride Piano
·Pablo 2910-763
Review by Jacob HiD
Joe Turner is a living voice
from the past.,.a symbol of the
origins of American music.
As a teenager, Turner was an
integral part of the jazz Qf the
Twenties, a piano-pounder worthy to sit alongside such musical
legends as James P. Johnson and
Fats Waller. Now, as he enters
his eighth decade, Turner's hands are still strong and lively, and
his soul still sings with the foottapping joyousness that is the
essence of stride piano.
The songs on this album range
from the ofd (Waller's "Smashing
Thirds") to the new (Thelonious
Monk's "Well You Needn't") to
the kinky (Rudolph Friml'.s
"Song of the Vagabonds"), but all
the various tunes are expressed
through an idiom perfected in the
childhood of this century... the
steady, loping left band and the
glittering, percussive right that
spell "stride".
After years of practicing his
craft, mostly in European clubs,
Turner has remarked on the
relative sadness of the world
today. Contemporary jazz, he
muses, reflects this sadness in its
tortured sounds. Turner's music
recalls an era when jazz meant
fun.
Give him a listen; it'll brighten
your heart.
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group. The most interesting, if
not the most haunting cut on the
entire album, is Louie Armstrong doing 'What a Wonderful World.'

the range of jazz musicians for
whom Oliver could easily write.

Throughout the remaimng
cuts on the album, Oliver Nelson
shows a great amount of depth,
The third side, 'Stolen Momen- grace and flowing versatility,
ts,' was recorded live at the Mon- which made llim reach the poten,
ti"eux Jazz Festival in 1971. tial significance of the artist that.
Oliver Nelson takes the reins he was. (Nelson died in 1975 at
again as he consistently wails on the age of 43.) An excellent jazz
his alto sax. After this comes the lp, clean and crisp, that would be
Count Basie album, 'African a joy for anyone's jazz album
Sunrise,' dem<rnstratin
collection.
~~~iiiiiiiiii~~~
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Prescriptions. filled ,
Lenses r~plac:,j.-'
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~ §\\~~il
OPTICIANS

Mon.-Sat. 9am-9pm
11701 Menaul N.E.

-- ____ ...

I
I

.511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
New Office 4S23 4th NW.345-5301 . ...,#

Summer Cl•arance Sale
Stereo components marked down
throughout the store. SAVE!
Just two examples:

Lobo/Logo Contest

Reg. List
$296.00
SALE

amt10b

$216.00

Heil air-motion transformer
budspeaker system

3605
TEAC.

------
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1st Annual New Mexico

.......

The leader. Always hss been.

Reg. $389.95 SALE $289.95
Save on all Garrdrd Turntables

•

242-8929

1202 Menaul NE 243-8664
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who had recently resigned their recommended to the council by
Who says the job market is jobs. The three new coaches and Linda Estes, women's athletic
director.
bad?
their jobs are:
In a whirlwind of activity Mon- -Vince Capelli, 53; who will
The announcement of Capelli's
day, the UNM athletic council ap- replace Bob Leigh as head rise to the head baseball spot
proved the signing of three new baseball coach effective July 22;
came as no surprise and also
coaches to take the place of men . -Bill Silverberg, 33, who will came exactly one month after
•
coach UNM's outdoor track team Leigh had resigned the post.
after a stint as assistant to Capelli has been a man on the
retiring head coach Hugh Albuquerque baseball scene for
many years. He has coached in
Hackett; and·
·
-Henry Sandles, 24, a UNM high school and also at the
New and used
graduate who will take over for ·University of Albuquerque for
contacts cleaned
AI Lovato as head coach of the three-and-a-half years, turning
the small college into one of the
d
I" h d
women's golf team.
an PO IS· e
The new coaches have not been country's most respected teams.
Capelli later spent five years in
Casey Opticians
officially instated in their jobs
the
Kansas City Royals
but
it
is
only
a
mere
foryet,
INext store to Casey
organization
and has scouted for
mality as the council accepted the
Rexall Drug)
recommendation of a search com- several other teams. Athletic ..,.
Washington and Lomas
mittee in approving of Capelli Director Lavon McDonald said
and Silverberg. Sandles was Capelli's major league contacts
were a factor in his decision to
recommend him, but "it was VinVince Capelli
ce's overall experience that won after spring training and· we
him the job. I think Vince· will could get games with them."
give us a strong contender just
He said there would be some
as soon as it's possible. It might scheduling changes too. "I'd like
take a few years, but I think we'll to see Wyoming get down here to
be a contender on the national play again and Denver too. When
scene," McDonald said.
we were at U of A, we played
Capelli said, "I'm ·really Notre Dame and I'd'like to play
looking forward to this. I wish it them again."
Capelli denied a rumor ·that
were September 1 already."
Capelli said he was "surprised" had circulated among UNM
that he got the job. "There were baseball players by saying, "No.I
a lot of well-qualified people ap- one is going to lose his scholarplying for the position."
ship. I'm going to write to all the
Capelli had served as equip- players over the summer and
ment manager at UNM a few assure them ofthat."
years ago, but was released from
McDonald and Capelli have
that job when the athletic depart- been friends for a long time and
ment, in a money-saving move, the athletic director said he was
combined the position of baseball aware that he might come under
Capture her heart with a
coach with equipment manager.
criticism for hiring his friend.
Capelli
said
he
expects
to
make
But he said, "My job is to do
Contoura bridal set. Two diamonds
some changes. "The school's what's best for the University
set in 14 karat gold.
colors are cherry and silver and and the athletic department. I
a. Oval and round diamonds, $600
that's what we're going to wear. believe my choice of Vince will be
b. Marquise and round diamonds, $500
I'd also like to play a few more vindicated in a few years because
c. Heart shape and round diamonds, $500
pro tea.~·__Some_of_ t~e .ll!in_or _ lknowhe'lldoagoodjob."
l!lague teams pass through here
McDonald also had high praise
8 Convenient Ways to Buy

D
CONTACTS?

The Diamond Store

llfustr•lions enlarged.

The Albuquerque Dukes could home at the Sports Stadium for a
have taken a boat and floated 10-game homestand.
home from Salt Lake City. A big
Tonight, the Dukes will face
six-game series with the Salt the Phoenix Giants in the fourth
Lake Gulls was turned into a mini of their five game series at 7:30
two-game set by old lady nature. p.m. Friday night's 7:30 finale
The Dukes were rained out of will be 25-cent beer night. Then
the Gulls come to Albuquerque
four of the games.
At any rate, the Dukes
for five
in which they hope
thetwo
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------

art
_supplies
. at .

.discount
prices
'V'7

--=====Lfi"GELLS

2510 CENlRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE' (505)266·3211
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Photos by PbyJlis Kushner

Henry Sandles

for Silverberg. "He is the finest
young track coach in the country.
I know we couldn;t "have gotten
anyone better. I have confidence
he'll turn us into a national contender in two to three years,"
McDonald said.
Silverberg was head track
coach at Eastern New Mexico
University where his teams won
the NAIA outdoor track championship twice; Silverberg was
recently named NAIA coach of
the year for the second consecutive year.
Sandles was graduated from
UNM in 1974 with a bachelor's
degree in university studies.
Prior to UNM he attended
Roswell high school and New
Mexico Military Junior college
where he won the National
Junior College golf MVP aware
twoyearsinarow.
In August of 1974 he went to
work at the UNM south course as
an assistant pro under Dick
McGuire.

Dukes· Wade Home, ·open Series

ZALES

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 41h St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344·5002

I

I
I

By Tim Gallagher

·o

l.

After a Monday night loss to
the Giants the Dukes trailed first-place Salt Lake by six games
and the second place giants by
four and one half. The Gulls and
Dukes will play 7:30 p.m. games
on Saturday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. Sunday they
play at 1:30 p.m.
The Dukes were beaten Monday night by a man who has
labored in the minors for fifteen
years and has never seen an inning
of
major
league
baseball-Phoenix pitcher.
Silvano Quezada.
~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS '

'iV

ANO

. HEWLETT

R

PACKARD

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
T.l.-255011
T.I.-SR·SOA
T.I.-SR-SIA
T.I.~SR-56

39.95
65.95
99.95
143.95

T.I.-Sii•Z2
T.I.-SR•52

299.95

119.?5

90.00

IIP-21
IIP-22
HP-25
IIP-27
HP-65

14B.50

I4S.;o
1~0.00

715.00

Pluil $2.50 Sh\pplnB
SEND MONtYORDE'R OR CASJIIERS CIJECJ{ FOR

.

IMMEOfATE DELIVERY

DISCOUNT CALCULAtoR SAI.F-5

r. o. nox ao392

IJALI.AS, TEXAS 75230

l'IIONF. ~ f.I-I~J 1-021.>

Golf ChampiOnship Was Some Experience!
By Tim Gallagher
It was the first NCAA championship 'they'd had around here
for some time-in any sport. But
there was no Curt Gowdy
screaming into microphones
about a great drive to the hoop.
There were no expert analysts
scrutinizing Ohio State's offensive line.· To be sure, there
were writers and fans, but they
were a subdued group. I guess
golf is a subdued game.
It happened last week so you
probably know who won and if
you don't there 's another story
on this page that will tell you, so
it doe.sn't make a lot of sense to
write six hundred words about
winners and losers. Instead, I'd
like to write about the first golf
tournament I ever saw.
If you weren't there you really
missed somet.hing that should be
experienced by everyone. Just
about everyone I told that I had
seen the tournament told me,
"Oh, golf is boring." It might be,
but (he panorama surrounding it
isn't.
It had a certain touch of class
because they gave all the media
people little green ribbons to let
everyone know who they were.
The rest of the crowd was more
fun though.
· Somehow I'd gotten used to
the idea of crowds screaming and
cheering for their team and
yelling things at the opposition.
They don't do that at golf tournaments. The crowd applauds
politely whenever someone sinks
a putt or makes a nice shot. They
groan when someone misses a
short putt. the only difference is
in volume. If a tournament rat
like Wake Forest's Curtis
Strange misses a putt, the groans
are barely audible, but if a nice
guy like Rice's Barton Goodwin
misses one, they groan loud. The
louder you "ahhh" the more you
like the guy.
The low volume is typical of
the whole tournament though.
Talk above a whisper a.nd the
whole gallery turns and stares. I
asked about sixteen people why
most other athletes compete inside a virtual noisemaker and
these golfers need absolute silence to merely swing a club. No one
could answer me.
There's something unorthodox
about the whole mannerism of
golf too. I mean, why is it that a
guy who normally doesn't take
time to even tie his shoelaces
properly will study a shot from
97 angles and then take a full
thirty seconds before he moves

Sports Quiz
Okay, bozos, if you're sitting in
class really bored right now, why
not try out this sports quiz?
1. Who holds the NFL record
for most yards gained rushing in
a single game?
2. Who held the heavyweight
boxing crown longer than anyone
else?
3. Who were the last men in
both the National League and the
American League to win the
Most Valuable Player awards by
unanimous choice?
4,
How
many
former
Albuquerque Dukes are now
starting on major league teams?
(Answers next week. If you
got number 3 right on the first
try, buy yourself a beer,)

his putter back and forth a total
of about 18 inches? Certainly, it
can't be the most comfortable
position in the world, bent at the
waist trying not to drip perspiration onto the nice soft grass.

Don McGuire's sports information crew was out in full
force carrying walkie-talkes so
they could communicate from
faraway places like the fourteenth green. "Don, yeah listen,
Haas just hit his approach shot
into the bunker on the left at thirteen. Looks like he's gonna
bogey."

Clothes were a big part of it
too. Southern Cal's pants looked
like a quilt I had when I was
about six years old. Most of the
other guys were dressed in
·rhe sportswriters, local and
were interested .
hanlon and double knits varying foreign,
in shade from top to bottom. Sometimes they watched golf. A
Most of them wore sun visors too Jot of the time they watched
which is something most people girls. "Did you see that one in the
reserve for poker games and red top and white shorts who's
beer drinking. The nicest sound following that guy from Wake
came from the clicking of the Forest?" Some of us, who didn't
spiked shoes as the spikes strove know anything about golf, tried
to gain entrance into the cement to pretend like we did by
walks when the golfers strolled repeating little phrases we'd
from fairway to clubhouse.
learned on Sunday afternoons af-

ter the basketball game on TV.
"He's laying three after he hit his
approach shot into the sand on
the left."
Somehow, golf is really not a
part of the whole sports
establishment. Especially here at
UNM. Looking to the north you
could see the brand-new VIP
press box rising above the
surrounding buildings like some
great white elephant. It was
more like a great brown stuccj)
elephant. Beneath that elephant
lies the athletic department
building, the football stadium
and the basketball arena. Golf
coach Dick McGuire's office is at
the course, far removed from the
other coaches' offices.
When Barton Goodwin sank a
10-foot putt on the 18th at about

7:10p.m. Saturday, J left
thinking it was all over.
Oklahoma State had won the
team title. Goodwin had won the
individual title. I should have
stuck around. At about 7:30
Southern Cal's Scott. Simpson
san\t an 18-footer to win the individual title. I'm sorry I missed
it, but I wasn't alone in thinking
Goodwin's putt had sealed the
victory. Nor was I alone in
leaving the parking lot.

Sports

It might be the fast NCAA golf
tournament I'll ever see, though
not by my own choice. I'd go
again tomorrow, not so much to
watch golf as to watch the golfers
and the gallery. If you weren't
there you really missed

Oklahoma State Wins
NCAA; Lobos in 5th

Southern California's Scott Simpson shot a five-under-par 67 on
the final day to capture the individual championship and Oklahoma
State won the team title in the 79th annual NCAA golf tournament
held at UNM's south course last week.
Simpson's magnificent round gave him the individual title by one
s"troke over Rice's Barton Goodwin who had led since the first day
of the tourney. Simpson's four round total was 283, five-under for
the tourney.
Goodwin, who had finished bis final round about 20 minutes
before Simpson, was forced to watch as Simpson sank an 18-foot
putt on the final green to win it.
Oklahoma State upset a heavily-favored Wake Forest squad.
Oklahoma State grabbed the lead on the opening day of the tournament and was never headed as they defeated second-place
Brigham Young by seven strokes. Houston, Wake Forest and surprising New Mexico trailed each other by one stroke in third, fourth and fifth.
The fifth-place finish by the Lobos came as somewhat of a surprise although the Wolfpack was playing on their home course. At
one point in the third round, the Lobos had tied Oklahoma State for
th lead. They finished only ten .strokes back of national champion

PART~

PARTS FOR
Toyota ~ Datsun

Porsche • VW
Complete Volkswagen Machine Shoo

2935 Monte Vista .NE 265·3681.
10% Discount With This Ad

osu.

Greg Goldsmith was the low scorer for UNM with a 291, good for
a 14th place tie. Ray Cragun finished 26th; Brad Bryant tied for
33rd; Monty Carrico tied for 37th, and freshman Mitch Mooney
tied for 63rd.
·
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,.* Lecture Under the Stars **

*Jt.

presents

~ ''The New Human

*Jt.
~

: Right:· Assertiveness~' ~

*Jt.*

**Jt.

~

DJuneL21 8Bp1.m.
A
.
r. ynn oom - ssoc1ate
Professor of English at UNM
Co-author of "The New
Assertive Woman"

'tilt...

•Lectures will he held Monday evenlngs at 8 p.in, In Case o£ bad Weather, die lectures
which are scheduled on the Central Mall wUI be moved to the ballroom in the New ......._
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_·Very Fine European
·Indonesian Food
Try our ·satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and·
Sandwiches

Reasonable Prices

Hours Daily '/11 am · 12 pm
.A"
Telephone 765-5671
::;,;;;:~...._a.,}~ 1~00 Central SE.

,..,_

l

~

*

c*

.,..... Mexico tJ'nion Building. There is no admission ~harge; and the general public is """""'

,.t_

cordially invited;
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Coor4inatcd by the Siudent Aetlvities aenter 1
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or the Dean ol Students- Oflice,
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SPECIALIZING .IN REPLACEMENT
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Daily Lobo

GENERAL
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... Checks
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TEJ...L YOUR. R~F*'IRMAN I'l-l
BE WAITING \N THE ICE BOX.''
LOST: OUR WHITE Samoycd pup. II you lind
her please call265·5495, 2916 Santa Monica. 6117

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

3. SERVICES

Ratc8: 10 cents per word peJ. day, one dollar
minimum. Adverthmments run live or more
eonwecutJve days with no c:hangeH, nine cents
per word per- day (no refunds If cancelled
before five insertional. Clauified ad·
\'ertisements mu111t be paid in advance,
Marron II all room 131 or by mail to: Classified
Advertising, UNM Dox 20, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87131,

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS, Prepare .now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. 7/29
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760, 6/17
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photo·
graphy Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson Gym'
on Cornell, Special order service. 7/29
SUMMER COLDCUTSI Trims & haircuts at
Peoples Prices. Call JLilie 842·8504, 6/24_

1 . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 TUTORING: Masters degree, will tutor Physics,

PERSONALS

1.

23 YEAR OLD FEMALE Student arriving !rom
Chicago August 10 wishes to share apartment
renting for app. $160,00. Please write: Cynthia
Cousens, 921() Odell, Morton Grove, IL 60053,

718
AGORA training session will take place June 15,
7•30p.m. nl Ortegal!all153. 6/15
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share my
house in excellent Ridgecrest area, 268·0398.
6/17

2.

LOST & FOUND

TIS IT

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS,
Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM.
Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE. 6/17
.

TYPING: Manuscripts, thesis, proposals, statis·
tical, legal, architectural, other, 266-4770.

Available at

Casey's Pharmacy
255-6329

Do You Need

6/2-i

ORIENTAL BELLY DANCING Cln~ses, Blue
Hareem $5 weekly, 255-1967. 6/17
NEED HELP WITH your papers? Typing, editing, revision-and research, 281·3001. 7/1
TIME-MODULE INTENSIVE Reading Program,
the Intelligent way to speed read. Our mirii·
mum guarantee: We· increase your comprehension
and triple your reading speed. The first class is
free, no obligation, Don't get overcharged by the
othercourse, Call296-4977. 6/17
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. Reasonable rates,
292·1285. 7/1
'

4.

Kills Head, Crab and
Body Lice On Contact

4312 Lomas NE

Math, Statistics. Call Harold 262-0517. 6/17
AAA SUPREME TYPING. Prolcssiona1 typist,
reasonable rates. Call now 268-4880. 6/24

FORRENT

CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
start at $145. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
·l·bdrm available, rurnlshcd or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM, 1520 University NE,
243-2494. 7/29
UNM ONE BLOCK. Best selection one bedroom
nicely furnished apartments, bills paid. $140-$170
range. Deluxe units llave dishwashers, swimming
pools, re(rlgerated air.• carpets and security. 201·
205-208-209 Columbia SE. Call manager 2552685. 7/29
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe onebdrm furnished apartment. Twin or double.
Adults only, no pets. $165/mo. includes utilities.
268-0525. 6/17
SHARE FURNISHED HOUSE with lemaie grad·
uate student. Own room. Half mile from Medical
School. Washer. dryer, dishwasher. $100/mo.
255-2986 evenings. 7/1

Cash?

up to the merchant to decide
whether to accept a check from
the persons on the list, he said.
"The problem of bad checks is
getting worse and worse
everyday," the spokesman said.
Karen Olsen, Albuquerque
Police Department (APD) detec·
tive, said that APD was unable to
find the problem increasing
faster in the University area
than in any other part of the city.
Olsen said many merchants
say it is not worth their time to
proseeut.e most bad check
writers because most merchants
only want their money back.
Olsen said they are not interested in prosecuting the cheek
writer.
Olsen said she believes checks
will be replaced in the next fiveto-ten years by a c~mputerized
credit card, called the electronic
funds transfer system. The card,
when fed into a computer, will
subtract the a,nount of the purchase at the time of sale form the
cardholder's bank account. She
said this system is being
discussed in the New Mexico
State legislature, and beginning
systems have been initiated in
other states.

5.

•
•

Di
Duck
Friday and Saturday
"Your Good Times

Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Big Bells

BICYCLES: Special sale on Bertin C-28. Regular
$142, 1974 models $128. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378.
tin
·
BICYCLE-BERTIN 10-speed touring bike. Used
twice, $85.00, 873-0262. 7/1

15.50

FOR CREATIVE HANDMADE Clothing &
crafts, Hand Stitch Co-op, 2000 Central SE, 247·
4498, 10-6 Mon,-Sat., New members welcome.
7/29
WASHER AND GAS Dryer, good condition $150.
Call293-7491. 6/17
TWO USED BELL Helmets, excellent condition.
$20each. Jacobs, Geogrnphy, 277-3105. 6/17
1974 AUDI FOX, 2-door, sun roof, air, mint
condilion, below blue book, 266-8398. 6/17

6.

EMPLOYMENT

DIRECTORY OF OVER 80 lirms ollcring work
you can do at home in your spare time:. $5.00 GEH,
330 East Polk-J, Richardson, TX 75081. 6/17
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees ror day work. Also have positions for,
Friday & Saturday nights. Apply in person only.
No _phone calls please, Save Way Liquor Store.
5516 Mennul NE. 7/29

7.

TRAVEL

FLY EUROPE and elseWhere. World's cheapest
air fares. Ecospherian Travel, 505-4712573. 6/17
INTER-CONTINENTAL TRAVEL SERVICE
offers the lowest jet fares all over the world!
Student rates, Eurailpasses, etc. 107 Girard Blvd.
SE, Suite L, across from UNM. 10·5 weekdays,
12-2Saturdays. 255-6830. 6/17
LOOKING FOR LOW cost jet fares with small
reliable service? Need information on Internationml Travel? Let Inter·continental Travel
Service assist you .. 107 Girard Blvd SE, Suite L,
255-6830. 6/17

lobo

men's
2120 Centr:al S.E.

shop

jumbo jacks
Drive-In
One Block South of Cen'~

On Yale.

JUMBO
JACKS
Special
of the
Week

Nan Naranjo
Invites you to
come by and
get acquainted
with this
introductory offerl

TACOS
Reg. 4/$1·""

Nan Naranjo

842-6991

200/o off On .. Hair Style
Nob Hill Styling Shop

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

"Fine Hair Styling For
Men and Women"
109 Carlisle SE
266·5091
.

Headquart~rs"

FORSALE

BICYCLE SPRING TUNE-UP Special $6, R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378 tin

Earn $15.00 a week
~onate Twice WeeklJ

Blood
Plasma

•
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-Also-
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Different Types'
Of Hamburgers

and Other Sandwiches
Tool
Plus
Shakes & Cold Drink.S...

Now
5/$}.00
; Coupon Good After 1:00 p.m
And All Day Saturday

•

